Airborn. Kenneth Oppel.
0060531800, $16.99 (HC);
0060531827, $6.99 (PB). Matt
Cruise, a cabin boy on a huge airship, encounters danger, romance,
and sky pirates in this exciting
fantasy. His adventures continue in
the 2005 sequel, Skybreaker. (MS)
Captain Hook. J.V. Hart, illus.
by Brett Helquist. 0060002204,
$15.99. James Matthew, illegitimate
son of a British lord, is a misﬁt and a
scoundrel at Eton. Follow the scandalous adventures of the teenager
who will eventually become the notorious pirate and rival of Peter Pan. (MS)
East. Edith Pattou. 0152052216,
$18.00 (HC); 0152052216, $7.95
(PB). A truly enchanting story
weaving myth and fantasy around
the adventures of teenager Rose,
who is asked to journey away
with an enormous white bear in
exchange for health and prosperity
for her ailing family. (EF)
Eldest. Christopher Paolini.
037582670X, $21.00. #2 in the
Inheritance Trilogy. The epic saga
of Eragon and Saphira continues as
Eragon and his blue-scaled dragon
are destined to free the realm of
Alagaësia from the clutches of the
ruthless king Galbatorix - or die
trying. (MB, DH1)
Elsewhere. Gabrielle Zevin.
0374320918, $16.00. After 15year-old Liz is killed while riding
her bike, she goes to Elsewhere, an
afterlife where people get younger,
not older - and where she, ironically,
learns a lot about life. (BK)

Girls in Pants: The Third Summer of the Sisterhood. Ann
Brashares. 0385729359, $16.95.
In the 3rd installment of a popular
series, the members of the “Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants” graduate from high school and spend
their last summer before college learning about life
and themselves. Voted #1 by teens on ALA’s 2005
“Teens’ Top Ten” list. (MB)

Invisible. Pete Hautman.
0689868006, $15.95. Misﬁt Doug
is obsessed with his trains and
model town; his best friend Andy
is a popular athlete who is also
starring in the school play. There
is a surreal atmosphere in this
book, and for good reason - the two
friends are bound together in ways Doug’s parents
cannot fully understand. (SM)

The Purple Emperor. Herbie
Brennan. 1582348804, $17.95.
In this sequel to Faerie Wars,
Henry and his friend, old Mr.
Fogarty, return to the Faerie
Realm to help the royal siblings
in their continued ﬁght against
the treacherous Lord Hairstreak
and his evil forces. An ALA
“Teens’ Top Ten” nominee. (DH1)

Honey, Baby, Sweetheart. Deb
Caletti. 0689867654, $15.95 (HC);
0689864744, $6.99 (PB). In the
summer of her junior year, 16-yearold Ruby and her mother set out
on a journey to reunite an elderly
woman with her long-lost love, and
in the process learn about the “real ties that bind.”
“I loved this book because it deﬁnes love between
the generations. Great for older teens who might
ﬁnd the older generation out of touch.” (AMN)

The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe. C.S. Lewis.
0060793031, $17.89 (movie tiein edition; many other editions
available). Chronicles of Narnia
series. In this timeless fantasy
classic, four English schoolchildren ﬁnd their way through the
back of a wardrobe into the magic land of Narnia, where they assist Aslan, the golden lion, in
defeating the White Witch and her curse of eternal
winter. The movie will be released Dec. 9. (DH1)

Raven’s Gate. Anthony
Horowitz. 0439679958 , $17.95.
Book One of The Gatekeepers
series. Rather than go to jail,
Matt Freeman moves to a remote
town and discovers that he is
part of a sinister plan involving
an evil place called Raven’s Gate.
A spine-tingling read for lovers
of suspense! (MS)

The House of the Scorpion.
Nancy Farmer. 0689852223 ,
$17.95 (HC); 0689852231, $7.99
(PB). A 7th & 8th Grade Nutmeg
Book Award nominee for 2006. In
this riveting, shockingly informative and intense sci-ﬁ thriller, a
young clone struggles for acceptance in his tumultuous, sheltered world. Matt, clone of El Patrón,
the 142-year-old leader of a corrupt drug empire,
is a courageous, sympathetic character who faces
both the power of prejudice and the angst of being a
teenager with thoughtful insight. (DH1)
The House on the Gulf. Margaret Peterson Haddix. 0689854226
$15.95 (HC); 1416914064, $5.99
(PB). Sixteen-year-old Bran has a
house-sitting job for the summer,
but his sister suspects they are not
supposed to be there when he starts
acting strangely. (RP)

Maximum Ride: The Angel
Experiment. James Patterson.
031615556X, $16.99 (HC). After
the bloodthirsty Erasers (genetically engineered man-wolves) abduct
the youngest of the Birdkids (a
ﬂock of six children who are 98%
human and 2% bird), the Flock
embarks on a rescue mission full of action, adventure, and soul-seeking. (DH1)
Prom. Laurie Halse Anderson.
0670059749, $16.99. It’s prom
time and Ash doesn’t care, but it
means the world to her best friend.
When the prom fund is stolen, Ash
is drawn into the “save the prom”
committee, with surprising results. Not a bit of teen angst (well,
maybe a tad...) and a wacky but totally believable
family make this a wonderful read. (SM)

Scorpia. Anthony Horowitz.
0399241515 , $17.99 (HC). 5th
in the Alex Rider Adventures
series. After being told that
his father was an assassin for a
criminal organization, fourteenyear-old Alex goes to Italy to
ﬁnd out more and becomes involved in a plan to kill thousands
of English schoolchildren. (MB)
Silverﬁn: A James Bond
Adventure. Charlie Higson.
078683661X , $16.95. A young
James Bond (only 14) has just
begun his studies at Eton, the
famous English boarding school.
Bond’s mission: to save a good
mate’s cousin from a sinister
castle - even if it requires a notfor-the-squeamish swim through an underwater
tunnel ﬁlled with eels. (HB)

Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight. Michael Morpurgo; illus. by Michael Foreman. 0763625191, $18.99.
In a retelling of one of the
greatest King Arthur stories,
Sir Gawain must take on the
challenge of the frightening
green knight. Morpurgo weaves adventure and
allegory in this exciting tale. Beautifully designed,
with striking watercolor illustrations. (HE)
Story Time. Edward Bloor.
0152046704, $17.00. George
and Kate are promised a superb
education at the prestigious
Whittaker Magnet School,
but instead face egomaniacal
administrators, evil spirits, and
a constant barrage of boring
standardized tests. (NW)
Teen Idol. Meg Cabot.
0060096160, $15.99 (HC);
0060096187, $8.99 (PB). A
midwestern high school junior
ends up playing host to a Tinseltown heartthrob. The author
of Princess Diaries ably employs her successful formula of
normal girls who get caught up
in not-so-normal circumstances. Another fun story
from a proven author, and an ALA 2005 “Teens’
Top Ten” selection. (DH1)
The Vacation. Polly Horvath.
0374380708, $16.00. When his
parents go to Africa to work as
missionaries, twelve-year-old
Henry’s eccentric aunts, Pigg
and Mag, take him on a crosscountry car trip, allowing him to
gain insight into his family and
himself. A comic but touching
family read. (AMN)
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